
Detective A.I. Bark Dialogue Inflection/VO Note

Hmm, the game's indeed afoot. Confident

Curious. Most curious. Distracted

I must leave no stone unturned. Determined

Don't let anyone  touch anything . Annoyed/Arrogant

Well, well, well. What have we here? Smug

Oh, dear. Such an unpleasant scene. Concerned

Rest their soul. I..I must do my best. Empathetic

I think I've lost my appetite… Tired

Who would do such a thing? Sad

Excuse me. Don’t mind me. Polite/Apologetic

Jeeze, stay back. Hope you're getting your money's worth. Annpyed/Sarcastic

Another day, another stiff. Resigned

Shit. I could use a drink right now. On Edge

Don't mind me - just another day in paradise. Sarcastic

Poor sap. Sleeping the big sleep… Reflective

Detective A.I. Bark Dialogue Inflection/VO Note

It appears we have company! Amused

How conspicuous of you… Drawl/Under the breath

You ready for a goose chase, my friend? Playful

Do you really think you can get the better of me? Pompous

Like a moth to a flame… Wicked

Oh my…I think we're being followed. How unexpected. Surprised

Keep your cool. Maybe we can shake them. Nervous

I see. Out for the same stroll as me? Playful

Time for a diet. I seem to have picked up a second shadow! Whimsical

A bit rude to come unnanounced. Welcome, all the same. Tongue-in-cheek

I feel so popular all of a sudden. Or unpopular. Same thing. Jaded

Hope you're enjoying the show. Snicker

You think I don't see you back there? Condescending

Pfft. You're gonna have to do better than that… Dismissive

Whaddya know - a stalker. Look ma, I'm famous! Sarcastic

Android P.I. - Situational Barks
In Steel Tips , tensions are high as androids and humans get used to living with each other. Inspired by the old detective shows on Earth, our Android Private 

Investigator adopts the styles, lingo, and mannerisms of his favorite, fictional detectives to solve mostly petty crimes, often to the confusion of those around him. 

When a young human girl asks for his aid, our protagonist is sucked down the rabbit hole of a murder most human!

Scenario: Our character investigates an elaborate crime scene (dead body, evidence) with curious onlookers

Logical/Deductive/Analytical/Impish

Modeled after: Sherlock Holmes, Auguste Dupin

Folksy/Unassuming/Disarming

Modeled after: Hercule Poirot, Columbo, Miss Marple

Scenario: Our character senses/discovers he is being followed/tailed/observed

Logical/Deductive/Analytical/Impish

Modeled after: Sherlock Holmes, Auguste Dupin

Brooding/Noir/Hardboiled

Modeled after: Philip Marlowe, Sam Spade

Folksy/Unassuming/Disarming

Modeled after: Hercule Poirot, Columbo, Miss Marple

Brooding/Noir/Hardboiled

Modeled after: Philip Marlowe, Sam Spade


